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True Living Organics teaches you how to grow organic marijuana both indoors and outdoors. It is the only organic marijuana cultivation guide on the market. The first edition sold over 15,000 copies, and the new edition has over 100 additional pages of all new information and photos detailing how to grow marijuana organically so that it is healthier and tastes better. Organic marijuana is preferred for medical marijuana users as well as recreational marijuana users, and growing organic marijuana is much cheaper than synthetic hydroponic marijuana cultivation systems. This new edition features all new composting techniques, improved soil mixes for maximizing yield, and all new techniques for organic marijuana gardening, including worm farms, organic tea mixes, and highly effective organic soil amendments. Also includes an all new organic hashish guide which teaches you how to make all-natural organic hash from marijuana without the use of any dangerous chemicals.
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**Customer Reviews**

“All in all, True Living Organics is a book that is jam packed with excellent information that any experienced grower can use.” — Mik Mann, Cannabis Culture  
“Every organic gardener should have this book in their possession, most likely with dirt and stains on it.” — Doc Bud, 420 Magazine  
“In short, True Living Organics is a must have for any organic grower.” — Zeke Becker, weedist  
“True Living Organics makes an excellent handbook for growing organically. In fact, the book features what may well be the most extensive soil and growing medium guide ever published.” — Steve Elliott, Toke Of The
The Rev has one of the best TLO formulas available. His book True Living Organics: The Ultimate Guide to Growing All-Natural Marijuana Indoors (Green Candy Press) gives precise step by step instructions on how to create, charge and cook the exact TLO recipe he uses including the spikes, layers and beneficial teas he recommends using and when. For True Living Organics, I have yet to find anything more cost effective, simple to understand and apply and consistently produces exceptional results than The Rev’s methods for True Living Organics.

— Dr. Scanderson, The Northwest Leaf Magazine

The Rev is the Cultivation Editor of SKUNK Magazine (circulation 60,000) where his work is featured in every issue. Ten years ago he discovered organic marijuana and started to focus on producing high quality organic weed using his True Living Organics system. He lives in Skunktown, OR.

This book is a Gift from the Hemp Gods! I really appreciate The Rev sharing so much and such in-depth information. I didn’t realize how I was being so counter productive with my “organic” grows by adding all the chelating products killing the microbial life. The Recipes are worth the price of the book alone. All this stuff I didn’t know. Everyone who loves quality should attempt at least one grow using this method. You’ll never look back. TLO for Life!

I think this 2nd addition is a great book for growing organic weed or even vegetables. It is an easy reading book that can get you up and running fast, and as he states in this book the soil just keeps getting better and better year after year because the microbes are established and all you have to do is replenish some of the food. The author explains from experience what each organic brings to the table and notes all important aspects in addition to all this he touches upon some really great tips that can really help a gardener especially a weed farmer get the most out of his plants. If we incorporated these techniques in all our large farms it would be a huge benefit to the health of our planet since there would be much less polluted streams, ponds, and aquifers.

Excellent reading & very helpful and also very educational for growing medical cannabis & recreational cannabis!!! What a great book! Be sure to go with the steps that (The Rev) provides you! Do not use any bottle of chelated minerals & chelated salts that will destroy the beauty and the taste & the Quality of the cannabis of a (True Living Organics) cannabis female plants If you stick with (THE REVS STEP X STEP)!!! You will be extremely happy with a superior cannabis plants this
by going only by the rules (TRUE LIVING ORGANICS) 2nd edition!!! It would be well advised to purchase this book & start by ordering some organic seeds from (KINGDOM ORGANIC SEEDS) for TLO Indoor Growing & pick from the Exquisite Strains he has & get yourself a compost tumbler to cook all your organic raw materials and add good water and you are on your way to get very high quality cannabis & lets not forget about high yield harvests!!! best of luck to YOU! Be sure you study & have fun & possibly make this as a rewarding new HOBBY!!!

I downloaded the kindle sample, read few pages and was hooked. Purchased the full kindle version and the quality of the font is really bad, it’s way too small to read and you can’t adjust the font and no zoom feature. What’s weird is the sample version is perfect, you can adjust the font and zoom as needed. I also tried to read it on my Kindle web and same issue with the font and Zoom. I returned my purchase coz I could not read it with straining my eyes. I’d really like to read the book but they need to make some adjustments to the kindle version.

Rev knocks it out of the park with this TLO update. I’ve been a disciple for years and I gotta say he really lays TLO philosophy and practice out in this book better than he ever has in the past. Not only is it a more organized revamp of the old book but his new recipes for soils, teas, and spikes are more dialed in and absolutely going to make your microbeasties and plants super happy. Thanks Rev! P.S can’t wait to get my Madness 2 beans going.

Wow, SO much good information can be found within these pages. Seriously, I’d feel totally confident if I used this book as a guide. It’s nice to have a tangible object to hold and have to reference and I don’t need electricity to behold it’s truths. It’s ALIVE! Buy it, read it, follow it, and you will be able to pick up what I’m puttin down.

If you buy one book on Cannabis cultivation indoors make it this one! The Rev "Mike" makes it straight forward and simple to get you dig ;) Get Teaming with Microbes as well it’ll make sense trust me ! Throw away those nasty so called organic chemical salt baths in bottles and the back to real growing and see results period ! Great revision to the original!

Better than the first edition which I gave to my son. Great book. Lots of great info and insight by a master organic grower.
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